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Abstract—For robotic arms to operate in arbitrary environ-
ments, especially near people, it is critical to certify the safety
of their motion planning algorithms. However, there is often a
trade-off between safety and real-time performance; one can either
carefully design safe plans, or rapidly generate potentially-unsafe
plans. This work presents a receding-horizon, real-time trajectory
planner with safety guarantees, called ARMTD (Autonomous
Reachability-based Manipulator Trajectory Design). The method
first computes (offline) a reachable set of parameterized trajec-
tories for each joint of an arm. Each trajectory includes a fail-
safe maneuver (braking to a stop). At runtime, in each receding-
horizon planning iteration, ARMTD constructs a reachable set
of the entire arm in workspace and intersects it with obstacles
to generate sub-differentiable and provably-conservative collision-
avoidance constraints on the trajectory parameters. ARMTD then
performs trajectory optimization for an arbitrary cost function
on the parameters, subject to these constraints. On a 6 degree-of-
freedom arm, ARMTD outperforms CHOMP in simulation and
completes a variety of real-time planning tasks on hardware, all
without collisions.
I. Introduction
To maximize utility in arbitrary environments, especially
when operating near people, robotic arms should plan collision-
free motions in real time. Such performance requires sensing
and reacting to the environment as the robot plans and executes
motions; in other words, it must perform receding-horizon
planning, where it iteratively generates a plan while executing a
previous plan. This paper addresses guaranteed-safe receding-
horizon trajectory planning for robotic arms. We call the
proposed method ARMTD (Autonomous Reachability-based
Manipulator Trajectory Design).
A. Related Work
Motion planning can be broadly split into three paradigms,
depending on whether safety is enforced by (1) a path planner,
(2) a trajectory planner, or (3) a tracking controller.
The first paradigm is commonly used for robotic arm plan-
ning, wherein the path planner is responsible for safety. One
generates a collision-free path, then smooths it and parameter-
izes it by time (i.e., converts it into a trajectory) while obeying
joint limits [2], [3]. Such methods often have a tradeoff between
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Fig. 1: ARMTD performs safe, real-time receding-horizon planning for a Fetch
arm [1] around a cabinet in real time from a start pose (purple, low shelf) to
a goal (green, high shelf). Several intermediate poses are shown (transparent).
The callout on the left, corresponding to the blue intermediate pose, shows
a single planning iteration, with the shelf in light red. In grey is the arm’s
reachable set given a continuum of parameterized trajectories over a short time
horizon. The smaller blue set is the subset of the reachable set corresponding
to the particular trajectory that was selected for this planning iteration. Over
many such trials in simulation and on hardware, ARMTD never crashed. See
the video at https://youtu.be/ySnux2owlAA.
safety and real-time performance because they represent paths
with discrete points in configuration space [4], [5]. Ensuring
safety requires approximations such as buffering the volume of
the arm at each discrete point to account for the discretization,
or computing the swept volume along the path assuming, e.g.,
straight lines between points [6]. If one treats the path as
a decision variable in a nonlinear optimization program, the
gradient of the distance between the arm’s volume and obstacles
may “push” each configuration out of collision [7]–[9]. This
has the advantage that the output path can be treated directly
as a trajectory, if the optimization uses path smoothness as the
cost. However, this relies on several approximations to achieve
real-time performance: finite differencing to bound joint speeds
and accelerations, collision penalties in the cost instead of
hard constraints, and finite differencing [7] or linearization [8]
for the collision-avoidance penalty gradient. This necessitates
finer discretization to faithfully represent the robot’s kinematics.
To enable real-time performance without gradients, one can
compute many paths offline, then collision-check at runtime
[10], [11]; but for arbitrary tasks, it can be unclear how many
paths are necessary, or how to ensure safety if the arm’s volume
changes (e.g., by grasping an object). Another approach to real-
time performance is to plan iteratively in a receding-horizon
either by gradient descent (with the same drawbacks as above)
[9] or assuming the underlying path planner is safe [12]. In
summary, across this paradigm, one must discretize sufficiently
finely, or buffer by a large amount, to achieve safety at the
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expense of performance.
In the second paradigm, the path planner generates a (poten-
tially unsafe) path, then the trajectory planner attempts to track
the path as closely as possible while maintaining safety. In
this paradigm, one computes a reachable set (RS) for a family
of trajectories instead of computing a swept volume for a path.
Methods in this paradigm can achieve both safety and real-time
performance in receding-horizon planning by leveraging sums-
of-squares programming [13], [14] or zonotope reachability
analysis [15]. Unfortunately, the methods in this paradigm
suffer from the curse of dimensionality, preventing their use
with the high-dimensional models of typical arms.
In the third paradigm, one attempts to ensure safety via the
tracking controller, instead of in a path or trajectory. In this
paradigm for arms, one builds a supervisory safety controller
by pre-specifying planned trajectories [16] or a set of safe
states [17]. Another approach in this paradigm is to compute an
obstacle safety buffer and associated controller using Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman reachability analysis [18], [19], but the curse
of dimensionality has prevented this from being used for arms.
B. Proposed Method Summary
Our proposed ARMTD method extends the second planning
paradigm to arms by composing RSs online and using them to
plan in real time with safety guarantees. The RS representation
enables the generation of collision-avoidance, self-intersection,
and joint limit constraints with analytic subgradients. Impor-
tantly, the RS composition, constraint generation, and gradient
evaluation are all parallelizable.
ARMTD begins by specifying a parameterized continuum
of kinematic configuration space trajectories, each of which
includes a fail-safe maneuver (Section III). Offline, ARMTD
computes a parameterized joint reachable set, or JRS, of
these trajectories in configuration space. At runtime (in each
receding-horizon), it constructs a parameterized RS from the
precomputed JRS. ARMTD intersects the RS with obstacles to
generate provably-correct collision-avoidance, self-intersection,
and joint limit constraints. ARMTD then solves a trajectory
optimization program, subject to these constraints, to select a
single optimal parameterized trajectory which minimizes an
arbitrary cost function. If it cannot find a feasible solution
within a prespecified time limit, the arm continues executing the
trajectory from its previous planning iteration (which includes
a fail-safe maneuver), guaranteeing perpetual safety [12], [14].
C. Contributions and Paper Organization
Our contributions are threefold. First, a method to conser-
vatively construct the RS of a redundant robotic manipulator,
with a high-dimensional model, at runtime (Sections III–IV).
Second, a parallelized method to perform real-time receding-
horizon trajectory optimization for an arbitrary cost function,
where any feasible trajectory to the problem is provably safe
(Section IV) Third, a demonstration on various examples in
simulation and on hardware, with no collisions (Section V
and Supplemental Video). ARMTD also reaches more goals
and finds shorter paths than CHOMP [7]. The remaining
sections are Section II (notation and definitions) and Section
VI (concluding remarks). A video of ARMTD on hardware is
available at https://youtu.be/ySnux2owlAA.
II. Preliminaries
This section defines notation and representations of an arm
and its environment.
A. Notation
The n-dimensional real numbers are Rn, natural numbers are
N, the unit circle is S1, and the set of 3× 3 rotation matrices
is SO(3). Let U,V denote sets. For a point p ∈ U, {p} ⊂ U
denotes the set containing that point. The power set of U is
P(U). The Minkowski sum is U ⊕V = {u + v | u ∈ U, v ∈ V}.
For a matrix A ∈ Rn×n and set U ⊆ Rn, AU = {Au | u ∈ U}.
When applied to matrices,
∏
denotes right multiplication as
the index increases (e.g.,
∏3
i=1 Ai = A1A2A3). Greek lowercase
letters in angle brackets represent indeterminate variables (e.g.,
〈σ〉). Superscripts on points index elements of a set. Subscripts
indicate joint indices or contextual information.
B. Arm Representation
Consider an arm with nq ∈N joints (i.e., nq DOFs) and nq +1
links, including the 0th link, or baselink.
Assumption 1. Each joint is a single-axis revolute joint,
attached between a predecessor link and a successor link. The
arm is a single kinematic chain from baselink to end effector;
link i−1 is joined to link i by joint i for i = 1, · · · ,nq.
We make this assumption to simplify exposition. One can treat
multi-DOF joints as compound joints between virtual links of
zero volume. The configuration space is denoted Q ⊆ Snq . A
configuration q ∈ Q is a vector [q1,q2, · · · ,qnq ]>. The space of
joint velocities is Q˙ ⊂ Rnq . There exists a default configuration
0 ∈ Q. The workspace, W ⊂ R3, is the set of all points in space
reachable by any point on the arm in any configuration. Next,
we describe the arm as a kinematic chain.
Definition 2. Each link has a local coordinate frame with the
origin located at the link’s predecessor joint (the baselink’s
frame is the global frame). The rotation matrix that describes
the rotation of link i relative to link i−1 (by joint i) is Ri(qi) ∈
SO(3). The displacement li ∈ R3 denotes the position of joint
i on link i relative to joint (i− 1) in the frame of link i. The
set Li ⊂ R3 denotes the volume occupied by the ith link, with
respect to its predecessor joint, in the frame of link i.
Definition 3. Let FOi : Q→P(W) give the forward occupancy
of link i. That is, the ith link occupies the volume
FOi(q) =
∑j<i
(∏
n≤ j
Rn(qn) l j
)⊕
∏
n≤i
Rn(qn)Li
 . (1)
Let FO : Q→P(W) return the occupancy of the entire arm:
FO(q) =
nq⋃
i=1
FOi(q). (2)
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The first set in (1) gives the position of joint (i− 1) and the
second set gives the rotated volume of link i. As an example,
for an arm with nq > 2, FOi can be written:
FOi(q) =
{
R1(q1)l1 + R1(q1)R2(q2)l2 + · · ·
· · ·+
∏
j≤(i−1)
R j(q j)li−1
}
⊕
∏
j≤i
R j(q j)Li
 .
(3)
Typical arms must avoid self-intersection between their links.
Definition 4. We specify Iself ⊂N2 as a set of joint index pairs
for which the links can intersect. That is, for (i, j) ∈ Iself, there
exist q ∈ Q such that FOi(q)∩FO j(q) , ∅.
For example, one may have Iself = {(1,3), (1,4), (2,4)} for an
arm with 4 links and three possible self-intersections.
C. Planning Timing and Environment
Next, we define the timing and environment requirements for
ARMTD’s receding-horizon trajectory planning.
Definition 5. Any trajectory produced by ARMTD is specified
over a time interval T ⊂R. Without loss of generality (WLOG),
since time can be shifted to 0 at the beginning of any planned
trajectory, we denote T = [0, tf]. We further specify that ARMTD
must generate a new plan every tplan < tf seconds.
If a new plan cannot be found before tplan seconds have elapsed,
ARMTD continues executing its previous plan. Since all robots
have physical limits, we make the following assumption:
Assumption 6. Each joint i has a minimum and maximum
position q−i,lim and q
+
i,lim, maximum absolute speed q˙i,lim and
maximum absolute acceleration q¨i,lim. The values tf and tplan
are chosen such that the duration (tf− tplan) is large enough for
the arm to brake to a stop from its maximum joint speeds using
no more than the maximum accelerations.
Assumption 6 ensures that every plan includes a fail-safe
maneuver with enough time to bring the arm safely to a stop.
We now specify the arm’s environment.
Definition 7. An obstacle is a set O ⊂ W that describes the
volume in space occupied by an object. If the arm’s volume is
intersecting the obstacle at a configuration q ∈ Q, we say the
arm is in collision; i.e., FO(q)∩O , ∅.
Assumption 8. Each obstacle is compact. Obstacles are static
with respect to time. At any time, there are at most a finite
number of obstacles nobs ∈ N in the workspace. At any time,
the arm has access to a conservative estimate of the size and
location of all obstacles in the workspace.
Typical obstacle representations such as octrees [20] or con-
vex polytopes [21] satisfy this assumption. We make this
assumption because we are only concerned with planning, not
perception. Note, the static assumption is for ease of exposition,
and receding-horizon trajectory planners have been extended to
dynamic environments [9], [22].
Since we focus primarily on understanding the behavior of
configuration space trajectories, we abuse notation and let q :
T → Q denote a trajectory plan and let qi denote ith component
of q which correspond to the trajectory of the ith joint. Let
O = {O1, · · · ,OnO } denote a collection of obstacles. A trajectory
is collision-free with respect to obstacles if FO(q(t))∩O = ∅∀t ∈
T, ∀O ∈ O .
D. Zonotopes, Matrix Zonotopes, and Rotatotopes
We now define several types of sets used to represent the
arm’s RS in Secs. III and IV.
Definition 9. A zonotope is a set in Rn for which each element
is a linear combination of a center x ∈ Rn and generators
g1, · · · ,gp ∈ Rn, p ∈ N:
Z =
y ∈ Rn ∣∣∣∣ y = x + p∑
i=1
βigi, −1 ≤ βi ≤ 1
 . (4)
We denote Z = (x,gi, 〈βi〉)p as shorthand for a zonotope with
center x, a set of generators {gi}pi=1, and a set of indeterminate
coefficients {〈βi〉}pi=1 corresponding to each generator. When
an indeterminate coefficient 〈βi〉 is evaluated, or assigned a
particular value, it is written βi.
Definition 10. A matrix zonotope M ⊂Rn×n is a set of matrices
parameterized by a center X and generators G1, · · · ,Gm:
M =
A ∈ Rn×n
∣∣∣∣ A = X + m∑
j=1
G jλ j,−1 ≤ λ j ≤ 1
 . (5)
We use M = (X,G j, 〈λ j〉)m as shorthand for a matrix zonotope
with center X, generators {G j}mj=1, and indeterminate coeffi-
cients {〈λ j〉}mj=1.
Note, superscripts are indices, not exponentiation, of matrix
zonotope generators.
We use the product of a matrix zonotope with a zonotope to
represent the swept volume of rotating links in Sec. IV, hence
the following definition:
Definition 11. Let Z = (x,gi, 〈βi〉)p be a zonotope and M =
(X,G j, 〈λ j〉)m be a matrix zonotope. Let MZ := {y ∈ Rn | y =
Az, A ∈ M, z ∈ Z} ⊂ Rn. We call MZ a rotatotope, which can
be written:
MZ =
{
y ∈ Rn | y = Xx +∑i βiXgi +∑ jλ jG jx+
+
∑
i, j β
iλ jG jgi, −1 ≤ (β,λ) ≤ 1
}
,
(6)
where i = 1, · · · , p and j = 1, · · · ,m.
We write MZ in shorthand as MZ = (xˆ, gˆr, 〈γr〉)s where xˆ =
Xx, s = (p + 1)(m + 1)− 1, and the rotatotope’s generator and
coefficient sets are
{gˆr}sr=1 = {Xg1, · · · ,Xgp,G1x, · · · ,Gmx,G1g1, · · · ,Gmgp}
{〈γr〉}sr=1 = {〈β1〉, · · · , 〈βp〉, 〈λ1〉, · · · , 〈λm〉, 〈β1λ1〉, · · · , 〈βpλm〉}.
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Rotatotopes are a special class of polynomial zonotopes [23].
Each 〈γr〉 for r > p+m is a product of indeterminate coefficients
from M and Z. For a pair of indeterminate coefficients 〈γ1〉 and
〈γ2〉, the notation 〈γ1γ2〉 indicates the product 〈γ1〉〈γ2〉. We call
〈γ1〉 and 〈γ2〉 the factors of 〈γ1γ2〉.
Two useful properties follow directly from the zonotope and
rotatotope definitions:
Lemma 12. The product of a matrix zonotope with a rotatotope
is a rotatotope.
Lemma 13. (Minkowski sums) Let X = (x,giX , 〈ζi〉)n and Y =
(y,g jY , 〈ψ j〉)m. Then X ⊕ Y = (x + y, {giX ,g jY }, {〈ζi〉, 〈ψ j〉})i=n, j=mi=1, j=1 ,
which is a zonotope centered at x+y with all the generators and
indeterminates of both X and Y. Similarly, for two rotatotopes,
V = (v,giV , 〈µi〉)n and W = (w,g jW , 〈ω j〉)m),
V ⊕W =
(
v + w, {giV ,g jW }, {〈µi〉, 〈ω j〉}
)i=n, j=m
i=1, j=1
. (7)
One can reindex the generators and indeterminates if necessary.
We often overapproximate rotatotopes with zonotopes:
Lemma 14. Any rotatotope MZ as in (6) can be overapproxi-
mated by a zonotope.
Proof: Consider the components of the indeterminate coef-
ficients of MZ = (x,gr, 〈γr〉)s that can be written as 〈βiλ j〉. When
evaluated, βiλ j ∈ [−1,1]. Consider a zonotope Zˆ = (x,gr, 〈σr〉)s
with the same center and generators as MZ, but where each
product 〈βiλ j〉 is replaced with a single new symbolic coeffi-
cient 〈σr〉. If z ∈ MZ, ∃ σr ∈ [−1,1] such that z ∈ Zˆ.
In Sec. IV, we use the intersection of zonotopes to generate
collision-avoidance constraints:
Lemma 15. [24, Lem. 5.1] Given two zonotopes X =
(x,gi, 〈βi〉)n and Y = (y,g j, 〈β j〉)m, X ∩ Y , ∅ iff y is in the
zonotope Xbuf = (x,gi, 〈βi〉)n⊕ (0,g j, 〈β j〉)m.
The subscript indicates X is buffered by the generators of Y .
Remark 16. Since zonotopes are convex polytopes [24], one
can implement Lem. 15 by computing a half-space representa-
tion (Abuf,bbuf) of Xbuf for which Abufz−bbuf ≤ 0 ⇐⇒ z ∈ Xbuf
[25, Theorem 2.1], where the inequality is taken elementwise.
Therefore, X
⋂
Y = ∅ ⇐⇒ max(Abufy−bbuf) > 0.
E. Slicing
ARMTD uses zonotopes and rotatotopes to represent RSs of
parameterized trajectories of an arm. In Sec. IV, our trajectory
optimization implementation requires fixing the value of the
trajectory parameters to produce a subset of the RS correspond-
ing to any particular trajectory. We call this operation slicing,
because it takes in a zono/rotatotope, evaluates some (or all) of
its coefficients, and returns a zono/rotatotope that is a subset of
the original with potentially fewer (or no) generators. To define
slicing, we require the following operations:
Definition 17. Let n ∈N. We denote the removal of the ith factor
of the indeterminate 〈γ1γ2 · · ·γn〉 as:
〈γ1γ2 · · ·γn〉 \ 〈γi〉 = 〈γ1γ2 · · ·γi−1γi+1 · · ·γn〉. (8)
Algorithm 1 Zsliced = slice
(
Z, {〈σ j〉}nj=1, {σ j}nj=1
)
1: // Let Z = (x,gi,βi)p denote the input zonotope or rotatotope
2: Zsliced← (x,gi,βi)p // allocate output
3: for i = 1, · · · , p // iterate over generator/indeterminate pairs
4: for j = 1, · · · ,n // iterate over input values
5: if 〈σ j〉 ∈ 〈βi〉
6: gi← σ jgi // multiply generator by value
7: 〈βi〉 ← 〈βi〉 \ 〈σ j〉 // remove evaluated indeterminate
8: end if
9: end for
10: if 〈βi〉 = ∅ // if fully-sliced
11: x← x + gi // shift center
12: gi← ∅ // generator is no longer needed
13: end if
14: end for
We define 〈γ1γ2 · · ·γn〉 \ 〈γ1γ2 · · ·γn〉 = ∅. We define 〈σ〉 ∈
〈γ1γ2 · · ·γn〉 to mean that 〈σ〉 is a factor of 〈γ1γ2 · · ·γn〉.
Definition 18. Consider a zono/rotatotope Z = (x,gi, 〈βi〉)p and
a collection of indeterminate coefficients {〈σ j〉}nj=1 for n ∈ N.
A generator gi is 〈σ j〉-sliceable if 〈σ j〉 ∈ 〈βi〉. We say gi is
fully-sliced if all of its indeterminate coefficients in 〈βi〉 are
evaluated.
We define the slice function in Alg. 1 using indeterminate
evaluation and removal. This function takes in a zono/rotatotope
Z = (x,gi, 〈βi〉)p, a set of indeterminate coefficient {〈σ j〉}mj=1, and
a set of values for the indeterminate coefficients {σ j}mj=1, and
outputs a sliced zono/rotatotope. For each generator in Z, if 〈σ j〉
is a factor of that generator’s coefficients, then the generator is
multiplied by the value σ j. If a generator becomes fully-sliced
(and therefore has no more indeterminate coefficients), it is
added to the center of the output zono/rotatotope, and removed
from the set of generators. For zonotopes, each generator
becomes fully-sliced if its coefficient is evaluated because each
coefficient has only one factor. If a rotatotope is sliced until
each generator has only one coefficient factor, the rotatotope
becomes a zonotope.
III. Offline Reachability Analysis
ARMTD uses short parameterized trajectories of the joint
angles for online trajectory planning. We begin with a theo-
retical overview, defining the properties that the parameterized
trajectories must satisfy, as well as the Joint Reachable Set
(JRS) representing a family of parameterized joint trajectories.
We then describe the specific implementation used in this
paper, and describe how to represent the JRS with zonotope
reachability analysis.
A. Theory
1) Trajectory Parameterization:
Definition 19. Let K ⊂ Rnk , nk ∈N, denote a compact space of
trajectory parameters. Each k ∈K parameterizes a configuration
trajectory q : T → Q. The configuration parameterized by
k ∈ K at time t ∈ T is q(t;k). We require q(· ;k) to satisfy
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three properties for all k ∈ K. First, q(· ;k) is at least once-
differentiable with respect to time. Second, q(0;k) = 0. Third,
q˙(tf;k) = 0.
These parameterized trajectories are functions only of time for
each parameter k ∈ K. In addition, they specify the arm’s kine-
matics, with no notion of dynamics. This is a common approach
in motion planning [7]–[11], because existing controllers can
track kinematic trajectories closely (e.g., within 0.01 rad for
revolute joints [26], [27]) in the absence of disturbances such
as collisions. We find these kinematic trajectories sufficient
to ensure no collisions in real-world hardware demonstrations
(Sec. V). Also, note that methods exist for quantifying tracking
error using zonotopes [27] and accounting for it at runtime [15].
The second property in the definition of the trajectory parameter
leverages the fact that trajectories can evolve from q(0;k) = 0
without loss of generality, because q˙(·;k) does not depend on q.
That is, we can always transform the coordinate system of each
link at the beginning of each planning iteration to ensure that
the initial angle is 0. The third property guarantees that each
parameterized trajectory includes a fail-safe braking maneuver
(satisfying Assum. 6). We account for joint limits in Sec. IV.
2) Joint Reachable Sets: Because each qi represents a ro-
tation, we examine the trajectories of cos(qi) and sin(qi). By
Def. 19, q(· ;k) is at least once differentiable. We can write a
differential equation of the sine and cosine as a function of the
joint trajectory, where k is a constant:
d
dt
cos(qi(t))sin(qi(t))k
 =
−sin(qi(t))q˙i(t;k)cos(qi(t))q˙i(t;k)0
 . (9)
We then define the parameterized JRS of the ith joint:
Ji =
{
(c, s,k) ∈ R2×K | ∃ t ∈ T s.t. qi as in Def. 19,
c = cos(qi(t;k)), s = sin(qi(t;k)),
and ddt
(
cos(qi(t)),sin(qi(t)),k
)
as in (9)
}
.
(10)
We account for different initial joint angles in Sec. IV (see
(15)), by leveraging the properties in Def. 19. We use each JRS
to overapproximate the forward occupancy map (1) in Sec. IV.
B. Implementation
We now present a particular trajectory parameterization, and
a representation of the corresponding JRS as in (10).
1) Trajectory Parameterization: While any parameterization
satisfying Def. 19 could be used, we choose a parameterization
that is simple, yet sufficient to enable an arm to plan safely in
arbitrary scenarios (see Sec. V). We define a velocity parameter
kv ∈Rnq that specifies the initial velocity ˙˜q, and an acceleration
parameter ka ∈ Rnq that specifies a constant acceleration over
the time horizon [0, tplan). We denote k = [kv,ka]> ∈ K ⊂ Rnk ,
where nk = 2nq. Let Ki denote the parameters for joint i. We
write kv = [kv1, · · · ,kvnq ]> and similarly for ka. The trajectories
are given by
q˙(t;k) =
kv + kat, t ∈ [0, tplan)kv+katplan
tf−tplan (tf− t), t ∈ [tplan, tf],
, (11)
with qi(0;k) = 0 for all k to satisfy Def. 19. These trajectories
brake to a stop over [tplan, tf] with constant acceleration. We
require that K is compact to perform reachability analysis. In
particular, for each joint i, we specify Ki = Kvi ×Kai , where
Kvi =
[
kvi −∆kvi , kvi +∆kvi
]
, Kai =
[
kai −∆kai , kai +∆kai
]
, (12)
with kvi , k
a
i , ∆k
v
i , ∆k
a
i ∈ R and ∆kvi ,∆kai ≥ 0.
2) Reachability Analysis: We represent (10) using zono-
topes. To do this, we first select ∆t ∈ R such that tf
∆t ∈ N and
partition T into tf
∆t closed intervals each of length ∆t, indexed by
NT =
{
0,1, · · · , t f
∆t −1
}
. We represent Ji with one zonotope per
time interval, which is returned by the map Ji :NT →P(R2×K).
For example, the zonotope Ji(n) corresponds to the time interval
[n∆t, (n + 1)∆t]. To understand the codomain of Ji, note that
the zonotopes overapproximate the values attained by sin(qi(·))
and cos(qi(·)) during a trajectory; that is, the zonotopes contain
points not on the unit circle (see Fig. 2.)
Remark 20. We abuse notation and let t index the subinterval
of T that contains it, so that Ji(t) = Ji (bt/∆tc) where b·c rounds
a real number down to the nearest integer. We use similar
notation for the center, generators, and indeterminates.
We make an initial condition set Ji(0)⊂R2×K as a zonotope:
Ji(0) =
(
x˜i,
{
g˜vi , g˜
a
i
}
,
{
〈κ˜vi 〉, 〈κ˜ai 〉
} )
, with
x˜i =
[
1, 0, kvi , k
a
i
]>
,
g˜vi =
[
0, 0, ∆kvi , 0
]>
, and g˜ai =
[
0, 0, 0, ∆kai
]>
.
(13)
The indeterminates 〈κ˜vi 〉 and 〈κ˜ai 〉 correspond to g˜vi and g˜ai
respectively. Ji(0) contains Kvi and K
a
i in the k
v
i and k
a
i di-
mensions.
We use an open-source toolbox [23] with the time partition,
dynamics (9) and (11), and initial set zonotope Ji(0) to over-
approximate (10). Importantly, as a result of [25, Thm. 3.3 and
Prop. 3.7] one can prove that the zonotope representation is an
overapproximation:
Lemma 21.
Ji ⊆
⋃
t∈T
Ji(t), (14)
i.e.,
⋃
t∈T Ji(t) in (14) contains all (c, s,k) ∈Ji.
We now describe a useful property of this zonotope JRS:
Lemma 22. There exist Ji : NT → P(R2 × K) that overap-
proximate Ji as in (14) such that, for each t ∈ T, Ji(t) has
only one generator with a nonzero element, equal to ∆kvi , in
the dimension corresponding to kvi , and only one (distinct)
generator with a nonzero element, ∆kai , for k
a
i .
Proof: Given Ji(0), the subsequent zonotope Ji(∆t) is
computed as Ji(∆t) = eF∆T Ji(0) + E, where F is found by
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Fig. 2: An overview of the proposed method for a 2-D, 2-link arm. Offline,
ARMTD computes the JRS, shown as the collection of small grey sets Ji(t)
overlaid on the unit circle (dashed) in the sine and cosine spaces of two joint
angles. Note that these JRS are in fact conservative approximations. Online,
the obstacle O (light red) is mapped to the unsafe set of trajectory parameters
Ku ⊂ K on the left, by intersection with arm’s reachable set Vi(t) (large light
grey set in W). The parameter ka represents a trajectory, shown at five time
steps (blue arms in W, and blue dots in joint angle space). The subset of the
reachable set corresponding to ka is shown for the last time step (light blue
boxes with black border), critically not intersecting the obstacle.
linearizing the dynamics (9) at t = 0 and E is a set that
overapproximates the linearization error and the states reached
over the interval [0,∆t] [25, Section 3.4.1]. This linearized
forward-integration and error-bounding procedure is applied
to Ji(∆t) to produce Ji(2∆t), and so on, to compute all Ji(t)
in (14). Since k˙ = 0, we have that eF∆g˜vi equals g˜
v
i in the k
dimensions (and therefore each gvi (t) does as well, and similarly
for gai (t)). Since the zero dynamics have no linearization error,
one can define E to have zero volume in the k dimensions
[25, Proposition 3.7], meaning no generator of any Ji(t) has a
nonzero element in the k dimensions except for gvi (t) and g
a
i (t).
Note, the zonotopes created by the open-source toolbox [23]
satisfy the requirements of Lem. 22.
Remark 23. For all t except 0, gvi (t) and g
a
i (t) may have
nonzero elements in the cosine and sine dimensions, due to the
nonzero dynamics and linearization error in those dimensions.
We call gvi (t) and g
a
i (t) k-sliceable. For each Ji(t), we
denote the center xi(t), the generators {gvi (t),gai (t),g ji (t)}, and
the indeterminates
{
〈κvi (t)〉, 〈κai (t)〉, 〈β ji (t)〉
}
for j = 1, · · · , p(t) ∈N.
We write p(t) since the number of generators is not necessarily
the same for each Ji(t) [23]. Next, we use the JRS for online
planning.
IV. Online Planning
This section presents ARMTD’s online planning algorithm
for a single receding-horizon iteration in three steps as depicted
in Fig. 2. We begin with a theoretical overview, then discuss our
implementation. First, in each planning iteration, we construct
the parameterized RS of the full arm from the parameterized
JRS of each joint; in implementation, we use each JRS to
compute an overapproximation of the forward occupancy map
(2). Second, we identify the set of unsafe trajectories that
could cause collisions (or self-intersections) by intersecting
the arm’s parameterized RS with obstacles (and itself). Third,
we optimize over the set of safe trajectories to minimize an
arbitrary cost function. If no solution is found, we execute the
previous plan’s fail-safe maneuver.
A. Theory
1) Reachable Set Construction: As mentioned in Sec. I,
computing the workspace RS of an arm offline is challenging
because the initial condition space is high-dimensional. Our
solution is to use the initial conditions (q˜, ˙˜q) ∈ Q× Q˙ of the
current planning iteration to compose the RS of the arm online
from the low-dimensional JRSs (computed offline).
First, we introduce a link RS Li; for the ith link, it is formed
from all JRSs J j with j ≤ i, since the position and orientation
of the ith link depends on all predecessor joints:
Li =
{(
Y,k
) ∈ P(W)×K ∣∣∣∣ ∃ t ∈ T s.t.
q˙i(0;k) = ˙˜qi, Y = FOi(q(t;k) + q˜),
and
(
cos(q j(t;k)),sin(q j(t;k)),k
)
∈J j ∀ j ≤ i
} (15)
with FOi as in Def. 3. Each Li is formed using only trajectories
which start at the given initial conditions (q˜, ˙˜q). The RS of the
entire arm, L ⊂W ×K, is then given by L = ⋃iLi.
2) Constraint Generation: Second, ARMTD uses L to
find all unsafe trajectory parameters k ∈ Ku ⊆ K that could
cause collisions with obstacles and self-intersections. ARMTD
generates constraints to avoid Ku, which includes additional
constraints enforcing joint angle/velocity limits.
Let Iself ⊂ N2 be a set of link index pairs that define self-
intersections (Def. 4). Let O be a collection of obstacles as in
Def. 7, and let q−i,lim, q
+
i,lim and q˙i,lim be defined as in Assum.
6. At each planning iteration, the subset of unsafe trajectory
parameters is:
Ku = Kobs∪Kself∪Klim, where (16)
Kobs =
{
k | Y ∩O , ∅, (Y,k) ∈L , O ∈ O} (17)
Kself =
{
k | Yi∩Y j , ∅, (i, j) ∈ Iself,
(Yi,k) ∈Li, and (Y j,k) ∈L j} (18)
Klim =
{
k | ∃ t ∈ T s.t. q(t;k) < q−i,lim or q(t;k) > q+i,lim
or |q˙(t;k)| > q˙i,lim}. (19)
3) Trajectory Optimization: Third, ARMTD performs tra-
jectory optimization over K \Ku for an arbitrary user-specified
cost function f : K → R (which encodes information such as
completing a task). ARMTD attempts to solve the following
program within the duration tplan:
kopt = argmink
{
f (k) | k < Ku}. (20)
If no solution is found in time, ARMTD executes the fail-safe
maneuever found during the previous planning iteration.
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B. Implementation
Before implementing the theory above, we briefly note that,
in our receding-horizon framework, ARMTD is planning while
the robot is executing its previous plan. Therefore, ARMTD
must estimate its future initial conditions (q˜, ˙˜q) as a result of
its previous plan by integrating (11) forward for tplan seconds.
1) Reachable Set Construction: Because we use the RS of
the arm, L , to find trajectories that can cause collisions, it
is important that we overapproximate L to guarantee safety.
We have shown that we conservatively overapproximate each
JRS Ji in Lem. 21, and leverage this property to generate a
conservative overapproximation of L represented by a set of
rotatotopes with Alg. 2.
First, we slice the JRS zonotopes (see Alg. 1) to ensure we
only consider trajectories that begin from the correct initial
velocity ˙˜q. Note that ˙˜q ∈ Kv is enforced by the constraints
generated later in this section. For each joint i, recall that each
Ji(t) has generator gvi (t), with indeterminate 〈κvi (t)〉 and nonzero
element ∆kvi corresponding to the k
v
i dimension. Also, xi(t) has
the value of kvi in that same dimension. We slice each Ji(t):
S i(t) = slice
Ji(t), 〈κvi (t)〉, ˙˜q− kvi∆kvi
 (21)
=
(
xvi (t),
{
gai (t),g
j
i (t)
}
,
{〈κai (t)〉, 〈β ji (t)〉})p(t) (22)
where xvi (t) is the new (shifted) center and p(t) ∈N is the new
number of generators, other than gai (t), left after slicing.
S i(t) now contains a set of cos(qi(t;k)) and sin(qi(t;k)) reach-
able for a single value of kvi , but for a range of k
a
i . Denote S i(t)
as in (22) with xvi (t) = [c
v
i , s
v
i ,
˙˜qi,kai ]
>, gai (t) = [c
a
i , s
a
i ,0,∆k
a
i ]
>
and g ji (t) = [c
j
i , s
j
i ,0,0]
> for each j = 1, ..., p(t). From Rem. 23,
the components cai and s
a
i are generally non-zero, and ∆k
a
i is
constant from Lem. 22.
The forward occupancy map (2) relies on the multiplication
of rotation matrices formed from the cosine and sine of
each joint; by multiplying overapproximations of these rotation
matrices, we overapproximate the forward occupancy map for
the set of configurations encoded in each S i(t). We use each
sliced zonotope S i(t) to produce a matrix zonotope Mi(t) that
overapproximates a set of rotation matrices corresponding to
joint i at time t. We do so by reshaping the center and generators
of S i(t) (and keeping its indeterminates), then rotating the
resulting matrix zonotope by the initial joint angle q˜; we call
this the makeMatZono function in Alg. 3. For example, suppose
joint i rotates about its predecessor link’s 3-axis (in Euler angle
notation as in [6, (3.39)]):
Mi(t) = Ri(q˜i)
(
Xvi (t),
{
Gai (t),G
j
i (t)
}
,
{
〈κai (t)〉, 〈β ji (t)〉
})p(t)
, (23)
Xvi (t) =
c
v
i −svi 0
svi c
v
i 0
0 0 1
 , Gai (t) =
c
a
i −sai 0
sai c
a
i 0
0 0 0
 , (24)
G ji (t) =

c ji −s ji 0
s ji c
j
i 0
0 0 0
 . (25)
Since each S i(t) was computed assuming qi(0;k) = 0, we
include the rotation Ri(q˜i) when constructing Mi(t) to ensure
we only consider trajectories that start from the correct initial
condition. For different joint axes, Mi(t) can be constructed
accordingly [6, Chapter 3.2.3].
Importantly, Mi(t) satisfies the following property:
Lemma 24. For any parameterized trajectory q : T → Q with
kvi = ˙˜q, every Ri(qi(t;k)) ∈ Mi(t)
Proof: By Lem. 21, all values attained by the sines and
cosines of the joint angles are contained in each Ji(t). By Alg. 1
and (21), each S i(t) only contains the values of sine and cosine
of q(t;k) for which kvi = ˙˜q. Since Mi(t) only reshapes S i(t), the
proof is complete.
We use each Mi(t) with an overapproximation of the forward
occupancy map (1) to overapproximate the RS of each link
Li with rotatotopes Vi(t). Given the joint displacements li and
link volumes Li from Def. 2, we specify l j ∈ R3 as a zonotope
with center l j and no generators and Li as a zonotope that
overapproximates the volume of link i. Then, we have
Lemma 25. For any t ∈ T and k ∈ K, the forward occupancy
map (1) of link i with configuration q(t;k) is overapproximated
by the rotatotope Vi(t):
FOi(q(t;k)) ⊆ Vi(t) =
⊕
j<i
(∏
n≤ j
Mn(t) {l j}
)
⊕
∏
n≤i
Mn(t)Li
 , (26)
Proof: First, notice that (26) is defined analogously to
(1). We overapproximate Li, and have Ri(qi(t;k)) ∈ Mi(t) from
Lem. 24. The product of matrix zonotopes multiplied by a
zonotope is a rotatope by Lem. 12 and the Minkowski sum
of rotatotopes are given exactly using Lem. 13. Therefore,
all sets and operations in (26) are exact or conservative, so
FOi(q(t;k)) ⊆ Vi(t).
As a result of Lem. 25, we can overapproximate the RS of the
arm; that is, Li ⊆⋃t∈T Vi(t) =⇒ L ⊆⋃t,i Vi(t).
We compute each Vi(t) = ( ˆxi(t), gˆ
j
i (t), 〈βˆ ji (t)〉)p(t) using Alg.
2. Many of the generators of Vi(t) are ka-sliceable, because
they are products of ka-sliceable matrix zonotope generators.
Formally, a rotatotope generator gˆ ji (t) is k
a-sliceable if there
exists at least one 〈κaj(t)〉 ∈ 〈βˆ ji (t)〉 with n ≤ i. This means, by
fixing the remaining parameter ka via slicing, we obtain a subset
of Vi(t). We make the distinction that a generator gˆ
j
i (t) is fully-
ka-sliceable if all of its indeterminates are evaluated by slicing
by ka, i.e. 〈βˆ ji (t)〉 ⊆
⋃
n≤i〈κaj(t)〉. Fully-ka-sliceable generators
are created through the multiplication of ka-sliceable generators
with each other and/or with centers (which have no associated
indeterminates) in (26). These generators are important because
their indeterminates are evaluated by ka, which is the decision
variable for our implemented online trajectory optimization.
Notice that the number of generators (and indeterminates) of
Vi(t) increases exponentially with the number of joints, due to
the products of matrix zonotopes in (26).
Remark 26. We conservatively approximate (26) by reducing
the number of generators after each product, with the reduce
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Algorithm 2 {Vi(t) : i = 1, · · · ,nq, t ∈ T } = composeRS(q˜, ˙˜q)
1: parfor t ∈ T , i = 1 : nq // parallel for each time step and joint
2: κvi (t)← ( ˙˜q− kvi )/(∆kvi ) // get value for (21)
3: S i(t)← slice(Ji(t), 〈κvi (t)〉, κvi (t)) // slice JRS
4: Mi(t)← makeMatZono(S i(t), q˜) // see (23)
5: Vi(t)← Mi(t)Li // init Vi(t) for link volume RS
6: Ui(t)← li−1 // init rotatotope for joint location
7: for j = (i−1) : −1 : 1 // predecessor joints
8: Vi(t)← MtjVi(t) // rotate link volume
9: Ui(t)← MtjUi(t) // rotate joint location
10: Vi(t)← reduce(Vi(t)), Ui(t)← reduce(Ui(t))
11: end for
12: end parfor
13: parfor t ∈ T // parallel for each time step
14: for i = 1 : nq // for each joint
15: for j = (i−1) : −1 : 1 // predecessor joints
16: Vi(t)← Vi(t)⊕U j(t) // “stack” link on joints
17: end for
18: end for
19: end parfor
function in Alg. 2 implemented as in [25, Proposition 2.2
and Heuristic 2.1]. From Lem. 22, each Mi(t) has k-sliceable
generators. If a k-sliceable generator is chosen for reduction,
we no longer consider it k-sliceable. This is a conservative
approach, because slicing reduces the volume of a rotatotope
in Alg. 1. A generator that is no longer k-sliceable cannot
decrease the volume of the RS for any choice of ka.
2) Constraint Generation: We utilize each rotatotope Vi(t)
to find the set of trajectory parameters that can cause collisions.
Specifically, we seek conditions to test whether the subset of
Vi(t) corresponding to a particular ka could intersect an obstacle
O ∈ O as in Def. 7. For implementation, we assume that each
O ∈ O is overapproximated by a zonotope, which is always
possible for compact, bounded sets [25]. We formalize these
conditions as a collection of constraints to be used in an online
optimization program.
Lem. 15 and Rem. 16 provide a useful condition to test if two
zonotopes intersect. We explain the condition for intersection
of an arbitrary zonotope Z = (x,g j, 〈β j〉)p ⊂W with an obstacle
O, then show how this extends to sliced rotatotopes. First, we
let the generators of Z define a zero-centered zonotope Zbuf =
(0,g j, 〈β j〉)p, then buffer the obstacle O by Zbuf: Obuf = O⊕
Zbuf. Note that Z = {x} ⊕ Zbuf. Let Abuf and bbuf be the half-
space representation of Obuf (Rem. 16). Then, Z ∩O , ∅ ⇐⇒
Abufx− bbuf ≤ 0, with the inequality understood element-wise.
Conversely,
Z∩O = ∅ ⇐⇒ −max{Abufx−bbuf} < 0. (27)
Next, we have that a sliced rotatotope is still a rotatotope, and
any rotatotope can be overapproximated by a zonotope by Lem.
14. Therefore, we may use the same test to overapproximate the
intersection of any Vi(t) sliced by ka with each O ∈ O . In our
implementation, we only slice the fully-ka-sliceable generators
of Vi(t). We treat all other generators conservatively as not
sliceable, by using them to buffer obstacles. To this end, we
separate Vi(t) into two rotatotopes:
Vi,slc(t) =
(
xi(t),g
j
slc, 〈κ jslc〉
)
and Vi,buf(t) =
(
0,gnbuf, 〈βnbuf〉
)
, (28)
such that Vi(t) = Vi,slc(t)⊕Vi,buf(t), where Vi,slc(t) has only fully-
k-sliceable generators. That is, each 〈κ jslc〉 is a product of only〈κai (t)〉 for one or more i ∈ {1, · · · ,nq}.
Remark 27. For any ka ∈ Ka, since every generator of Vi,slc(t)
is ka-sliceable, Vi,slc(t) slices to a point. We express this as a
function eval : P(W)×Ka→ R3 for which
eval(Vi,slc(t),ka) = slice
(
Vi,slc(t),
{〈κai (t)〉}nqi=1, {κ(i)}nqi=1) (29)
where κ(i) = (kai − kai )/∆kai . Importantly, eval can be imple-
mented as the evaluation of polynomials.
Now let Aobs and bobs be the halfspace representation of
Obuf = O ⊕ Vi,buf(t), and let x = eval(Vi,slc(t),ka). Then, in
analogy to (27), we have:(
x⊕Vi,buf(t))∩O = ∅ ⇐⇒ −max{Aobsx−bobs} < 0 (30)
where x ⊕ Vi,buf(t) is overapproximated as a zonotope. This
statement provides a conservative condition to determine if a
given ka could cause a collision between Vi(t) and O.
We use (30) to overapproximate the set of parameters Kobs
(17) that could cause the arm to collide with any O ∈O at any
time t ∈ T using a constraint function hobs :N×T ×O×Ka→R:
hobs(∗,ka) = −max {Aobs(∗)eval(Vi,slc(t),ka)−bobs(∗)}. (31)
where ∗ = (i, t,O) for space. Here, Aobs(i, t,O) and bobs(i, t,O)
return the halfspace representation of O⊕Vi,buf(t). Importantly,
for each obstacle, time, and joint, hobs is a max of a linear
combination of polynomials in ka (per Rem. 27), so we can
take its subgradient with respect to ka [28].
We note that these constraints conservatively approximate the
unsafe set:
Lemma 28. If ka ∈ Kobs, then there exists i ∈ N, t ∈ T, and
O ∈ O such that hobs(i, t,O,ka) ≥ 0.
Proof: This follows from Lem. 15 and Lem. 25; hobs is
positive when the zonotope produced by slicing Vi(t) intersects
O, and Vi(t) provably contains all points in workspace reachable
by the arm under the trajectory parameterized by ka.
We represent self-intersection constraints similarly, with a
function hself : N×N× T ×Ka → R. Suppose (i, j) ∈ Iself ⊂ N2
indexes a pair of links that could intersect, whose volume is
overapproximated by Vi(t) and V j(t). In analogy to (28), define
Vself(i, j, t) = Vi,slc(t)⊕ (−V j,slc(t)) and (32)
Vbuf(i, j, t) = Vi,buf(t)⊕V j,buf(t), (33)
where −V j,slc(t) means the center and generators are multiplied
by −1. Let Aself(i, j, t) and bself(i, j, t) return the half-space
representation of Vbuf(i, j, t). Then, using ∗ in place of the
arguments (i, j, t) for space,
hself(∗,ka) = −max (Aself(∗)eval(Vself(∗),ka)−bself(∗)) . (34)
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Algorithm 3 qplan = makePlan(q˜, ˙˜q,qprev,O , Iself,ϕ)
1: {Vi(t)} ← composeRS(q˜, ˙˜q) // Sec. IV-B1
2: (hobs,hself,hlim)← makeCons(q˜, ˙˜q,O , Iself{Vi(t)}) // Sec. IV-B2
3: // solve (35) within tplan or else return qprev
4: qplan← optTraj
(
ϕ,hobs,hself,h lim, tplan,qprev
)
// Sec. IV-B3
As with hobs, hself is a max of a linear combination of
polynomials in ka, so we can take the subgradient with respect
to ka. Note one can prove a similar result to Lem. 28 for hself.
Finally, we construct constraints hlim : Ka→R for joint limits.
In the trajectory parameterization (11), q(t;k) is piecewise
quadratic in k and q˙(t;k) is piecewise linear in k, so the maxima
and minima of the trajectories can be computed by checking
the endpoints and local minima of each piecewise function.
We construct hlim directly, using ˙˜qi, qi,lim, and q˙i,lim, such that
hlim(ka) < 0 when feasible.
3) Trajectory optimization: We implement (20) as a nonlin-
ear program, denoted optTraj in Alg. 3.
argmin
ka∈Ka
f (ka)
s.t. hobs(i, t,O,ka) < 0 ∀ i ∈ {1, · · · ,nq}, t ∈ T, O ∈ O
hself(i, j, t,ka) < 0 ∀ (i, j) ∈ Iself, t ∈ T
hlim(ka) < 0 ∀ i ∈ {1, · · · ,nq}.
(35)
Theorem 29. Any feasible solution to (35) parameterizes a
trajectory that is collision-free and obeys joint limits over the
time horizon T .
Proof: The conservatism of hobs and hself follow from
Lem. 14 and Remark 16, since each Ji(t) is conservatively
transformed into Vi(t). We specify that hlim is conservative by
construction.
C. Safe Receding-Horizon Planning
ARMTD uses Alg. 3 at each planning iteration. Recall that,
without loss of generality, each iteration generates a plan over
the time horizon T = [0, tf] (by shifting the current time to 0).
Each iteration is alloted tplan s to run (see Assum. 6). The
initial position and velocity of each joint in each iteration
is the position and velocity at time tplan from the trajectory
plan of the previous iteration. ARMTD attempts to find a safe
trajectory within tplan by optimizing over a set of safe trajectory
parameters; Thm. 29 ensures that any feasible solution is
actually collision-free. If no safe trajectory is found within the
allotted time, the arm executes the braking maneuver specified
by the previous safe trajectory. Assuming the arm does not start
in collision, this algorithm ensures that the arm is always safe
(see [14, Remark 70] or [12, Theorem 1]).
V. Demonstrations
We demonstrate ARMTD in both simulation and hardware
using the Fetch mobile manipulator (Fig. 1). A video is
available available at https://youtu.be/ySnux2owlAA.
To assess the difficulty of our simulated environments, we
also ran CHOMP [7] via MoveIt [29] using the default settings
Fig. 3: A Random Obstacles scene with 8 obstacles in which CHOMP [7]
converged to a trajectory with a collision (collision configurations shown
in red), whereas ARMTD successfully navigated to the goal (green) with a
straight-line path planner; the start pose is shown in purple. CHOMP fails to
move around a small obstacle close to the front of the Fetch.
and a straight-line initialization. We emphasize that CHOMP
in MoveIt is not a receding-horizon planner [29]; it attempts to
find a plan from start to goal with a single optimization pro-
gram. Though the planning paradigms differ, CHOMP provides
a useful baseline to measure the performance of ARMTD.
A. Implementation Details
The Fetch robot arm has 7 DOFs, each described by a
revolute joint that is independently actuated (see [1] for detailed
specifications). We consider 6 DOFs for ARMTD; the 7th
controls end effector orientation, and does not affect the volume
used to check collisions. The Fetch arm is composed of 3
physical links, which we model as connected via virtual links of
zero volume. Joint limits protect the 1st and 2nd physical links
from self-intersection, as well as the 2nd and 3rd; however, we
use ARMTD to protect against collision of the 1st physical link
with the 3rd. For the hardware demo, we communicate with
the Fetch via ROS [30] over WiFi. ARMTD is implemented in
MATLAB, CUDA, and C++ running on a 3.6 GHz computer
with an Nvidia Quadro RTX 8000 GPU.
1) JRS Computation: In practice, the conservatism of each
JRS increases with larger values of ∆kvi and ∆k
a
i . This is
because (9) is nonlinear with respect to kvi and k
a
i as in (11),
and linearization error is overapproximated when computing
the JRS. To minimize conservatism, we set Kvi and K
a
i as
follows, given q˙i,lim and q¨i,lim as in Assumption 5. Instead of
computing a single JRS for Kvi = [−q˙i,lim, q˙i,lim], we partition
Kvi into nJRS ∈ N equally-sized intervals and compute one JRS
for each interval. At runtime (in each planning iteration), we
pick which JRS to use for planning based on the current speed
of each joint (see Alg. 2 in Sec. IV). Within each JRS, we set
∆kai = max
{
ra,2,ra,1 · |kvi |
}
(36)
with ra,1,ra,2 > 0 so that the range of accelerations scales with
the absolute value of the mean velocity of each JRS above a
certain threshold. This parameterization reduces conservativism
of JRSs computed for low speeds, improving maneuverability
when close to obstacles. To implement acceleration limits (i.e.,
to bound Kai ), we specify
Kai =
[
max
{
−q¨i,lim,kai −∆kai
}
, min
{
q¨i,lim,kai +∆k
a
i
}]
, (37)
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Fig. 4: The set of seven Hard Scenarios (number in the top left), with start pose shown in purple and goal pose shown in green.
for each JRS.
2) Constraint Generation and Online Optimization: Alg. 2
is implemented at the start of each ARMTD planning iteration.
The operations in each time step in Alg. 2 do not depend
on any other time step, making the algorithm well-suited to
parallelization. We use a GPU with CUDA to execute Alg. 2
in parallel, which takes approximately 10-20 ms to compose
the RS of the entire arm.
Next, we generate constraints using obstacles O . Again,
this step is parallelizable across obstacles and time steps, and
also takes approximately 10-20 ms for 20 obstacles. Self-
intersection constraints are also generated in parallel for each
time step. Each constraint is computed and stored offline before
the online optimization program is solved at each iteration.
We solve the nonlinear program (35) using IPOPT [31].
We specify the cost function f as minimizing the configura-
tion space distance ||q(tf;k)− qdes||22, where qdes is a waypoint
specified by a path planner at each planning iteration (e.g.
an RRT or a straight-line planner, which returns a waypoint
along a straight line in configuration space in the direction
of a goal configuration relative to a given configuration). We
compute analytic gradients/subgradients of the cost/constraints,
and evaluate the constraints in parallel as well. Currently,
IPOPT takes approximately 100-200 ms when it finds a feasible
solution in a scene with 20 random obstacles.
3) Numerical Details: We use the following values for our
simulation and hardware implementations: tplan = 0.5 s, tf = 1.0
s, ∆t = 0.01 s, nJRS = 400, q˙i,lim = pi, q¨i,lim = pi/3, kai = 0, ra,1 =
1/3, and ra,2 = pi/24. Details of the Fetch arm are available
[1]. We overapproximate its links, for collision checking, with
cylinders of radius 0.146 m.
B. Simulations
We created two sets of scenes in MATLAB to test ARMTD
in simulation. Then, we imported scenes to MoveIt to compare
against the CHOMP planner.
1) Setup: The first set of scenes, Random Obstacles, shows
ARMTD can handle arbitrary tasks. An example scene is shown
in Fig 3. This set contains 100 scenes, where a random start and
goal configuration are chosen in the Fetch’s configuration space.
Box-shaped obstacles, with side lengths varying from 1 to 50
cm, are randomly placed throughout the workspace. Ten scenes
are generated with four obstacles, ten with eight obstacles, and
so on up to 40 obstacles. The obstacles are not in collision with
the Fetch in both the start and goal configurations, nor is the
arm in self-intersection (note that MoveIt requires that the goal
is not in collision, whereas ARMTD does not).
The second set, Hard Scenarios, shows that ARMTD can
guarantee safety where CHOMP converges to an unsafe trajec-
tory. There are seven tasks in the Hard Scenarios set, in which
the arm must move: (1) from below to above a table, (2) from
one side of a vertical wall to another, (3) between two vertical
posts, (4) from one set of shelves to another, (5) from inside to
outside of a box on the ground, (6) from a sink to a cupboard,
(7) through a small window. These scenarios are shown in Fig.
4.
2) Results: We first discuss the Random Obstacles results.
Table I compares the performance of ARMTD with a straight-
line planner (attempting to follow a straight line between start
and goal in configuration space) and an RRT planner against
CHOMP with a straight-line initialization. We give results for
the mean solve time (MST) of ARMTD per planning iteration,
while the MST presented for CHOMP is the time taken to
plan a full trajectory. Furthermore, we compare the mean
normalized path distance (MNPD) of the trajectories produced
by each planner, which is the mean of the cumulative length
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of each path divided by the distance between the start and goal
in configuration space. For example, a path that follows the
straight line from start to goal has a normalized path distance
of 1.
In the Random Obstacles scenarios, ARMTD records 84/100
goals and 0/100 crashes with the straight-line planner, while
CHOMP records 82/100 goals and 18/100 crashes. We count
trajectories where CHOMP converges to a trajectory with a
collision as a crash; in practice, the trajectory is collision-
checked in MoveIt beforehand and not executed if a collision
is detected. Note, it is not always clear what parameters of
CHOMP to tune to cause it to converge to a collision-free
trajectory without potentially changing its solve time. Because
CHOMP and ARMTD follow different planning paradigms, it
is difficult to compare them on the basis of their mean solve
times; we simply point out that ARMTD’s mean solve times
are less than tplan = 0.5, meaning that ARMTD usually finds a
new plan in each iteration. The MNPD of the plans generated
by ARMTD are 24% smaller than those generated by CHOMP.
This implies that ARMTD chooses more direct plans from start
to goal than CHOMP.
The Hard Scenarios results are as follows (see Table II).
Here, ARMTD with a straight-line planner does not com-
plete any of the tasks but also does not crash (the arm gets
stuck in a safe configuration from where no new plan can
be found). CHOMP converges to trajectories with collisions
in all scenarios, hence the name Hard Scenarios. ARMTD,
equipped with an RRT* path planner [32], completes the task
in 5/7 scenarios. In each planning iteration, the RRT* planner
generates an end-effector path, then picks a waypoint (in W) up
to 0.1 m along the path towards the goal. We use MATLAB’s
fmincon solver for collision-unaware inverse kinematics to
find a desired configuration that reaches this waypoint; thus,
the RRT* planner often gives ARMTD waypoints that are in
collision. ARMTD tracks the path safely while the RRT* is
growing, showing that ARMTD provides real-time safety on
top of a potentially unsafe path planner.
C. Hardware
See the video of ARMTD on the Fetch hardware at
https://youtu.be/ySnux2owlAA. ARMTD completes ar-
bitrary tasks while safely navigating the Fetch arm around
obstacles (represented for ARMTD in MATLAB), in scenarios
are similar to Hard Scenarios (1) and (4). As shown in the
simulations, ARMTD was able to render an arbitrary path
planner safe, by using an RRT*, as discussed above, to generate
waypoints. ARMTD’s real-time performance was demonstrated
by suddenly introducing obstacles in front of the robot arm
while it is moving. These obstacles (a box, a vase, and a
quadrotor) were tracked using motion capture and treated by
ARMTD as static in each planning iteration. Since ARMTD
performs receding-horizon planning, it wass able to react to
each obstacle’s sudden appearance and plan around it without
crashing.
Random Obstacles % goals % crashes MST [s] MNPD
ARMTD 84 0 0.273 1.076
CHOMP 82 18 0.177 1.511
TABLE I: MST is mean solve time (per planning iteration for ARMTD, total
for CHOMP) and MNPD is mean normalized path distance. MNPD is only
computed for trials where the task was successfully completed, i.e. the path
was valid.
Hard Scenarios 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
ARMTD + SL S S S S S S S
ARMTD + RRT* O O O S O S O
CHOMP + SL C C C C C C C
TABLE II: Results for the seven Hard Scenarios simulations (one per column).
ARMTD is reported using a straight-line (SL) path planner and an RRT* path
planner. CHOMP is reported using a straight-line initialization. The entries are
“O” for task completed, “C” for a crash, or “S” for stopping safely without
reaching the goal.
VI. Conclusion
This work proposes ARMTD as a real-time planner with
safety guarantees. The method leverages zonotope reachability
analysis and parallel computing to generate reachable sets of a
robotic arm at runtime, and plans in a receding-horizon way.
ARMTD is able to act as a safety layer on top of unsafe
path planners, as demonstrated in over a hundred simulations
and several hardware demos. Furthermore, ARMTD is able
to outperform the existing CHOMP planner in terms of task
completion and safety, while not requiring much more planning
time. Of course, ARMTD has limitations: it may not perform
in real time without parallelization, is only demonstrated on 6-
DOF planning problems, and has not yet been demonstrated
planning around humans. However, the results in this work
show promise for future results in provably-safe robotic arm
trajectory planning.
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